Java Architect

As Java Architect, you will be responsible for developing sustainable and modern software architectures and solutions.

We are currently developing a government platform for a German federal state, where we digitize the process of filing funding requests and similar paperwork for communities, businesses as well as individual citizens. The platform includes receiving and managing such requests, as well as the interconnection of related systems like electronic files, long time archival, digital signatures, digital identities, document generation, etc.

Responsibilities

● Define and drive the high-level architecture, for new major applications, through the life of a programme and beyond
● You integrate sustainable software solutions into the enterprise IT landscape of our major customers.
● You will actively design, take responsibility for and manage customer projects.
● You create architecture concepts and implement them.
● You bring your personality and know-how to the Java community.

Requirements

● You are used to setting the direction as an architect and can successfully argue your opinion to the team and to the client
● Proficient in Java, with a good knowledge of its ecosystem including frameworks such as Spring and Service Oriented Architecture
● Keywords such as DevSecOps, containers, cloud-native, CI/CD pipelines, microservices and serverless are very familiar to you.
● Ideally, industry experience in the public, automotive, finance or insurance sectors.
● Confident handling of web technologies in the environment of Java, JavaScript frameworks
● Independent way of working as well as creativity, ability to work in a team and confident appearance
● Very good English skills, German is a big plus
About us

Computacenter is a leading independent provider of IT infrastructure services, with about 16,000 employees worldwide and a global revenue of £5.05 billion. We work at the heart of digitisation, advising organisations on IT strategy, implementing the most appropriate technology and managing our customers’ infrastructures.

We offer a friendly, open working environment without too much fuss about hierarchy. We are looking for professionals with diverse competencies, personalities and strengths who want to live our shared value of teamwork and performance.

Interested in joining a company with a strong sense of community?

We’re growing. We’re hiring. We encourage. We empower. We support. #winningtogether

Apply Now